
COMPACT SOLUTION WITH THE SAME RESULTS
With the same fusion welded tube frame as our bigger zero turns, this compact version has the same durability with a 
lower starting price. It’s 4” deep deck, allows it to maneuver easily in tight places.

RZ-c

*All Spartan Mowers are equipped with multiple unique advantages. These are just a few available on this mower. See pages 7-10 to learn more.

3 Year Residential. Lifetime Warranty on Leading Edge of Deck. *See dealer for complete warranty details.

// 4” Deep Deck
// 5 gal Fuel Tank
// 18,500 FPM Blade Tip Speed
// Commercial Quality Parts
// Exclusive Carlisle Turf Armor
    Bias Ply Tread Design

STANDARD RZ-C ADVANTAGES ENGINE

Briggs Commercial  724cc

Briggs Commercial  724cc

Kawasaki FR651 726cc

Kawasaki FR691 726cc

DECK SIZE

42”

54”

42”

54”

HORSEPOWER

25 hp

25 hp

21.5 hp

23 hp

TUFF TORQ 300
w/ 20” Carlisle Turf Armor Tires

HIGH QUALITY PARTS
The same mower pulleys, idlers, shock 

controls, soft start key pads, spindle bearings, 

and many other parts used on full commercial 

models are also used all the way down to the 

lowest priced residential Spartan models. 

54” DECK
Full 4”, 7-guage deck with triple blades,

cuts your grass like a dream and your

mowing time in half.

KEY PAD
Our key pad allows you to personalize your 

code to start the mower, has a push button 

switch for accessories, and the screen shows 

engine hours, PTO drive hours, when to change 

your oil and light indicators for diagnostics.

5GAL FUEL TANK
The sleek designed tank holds plenty of fuel 

for multiple small lot cuttings.

42” DECK
Compact blade, 7-guage, 4” deep deck will

fit through gates, shed doors and onto

smaller trailers.

ON-THE-GO HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT DIAL

RZ-Pro, RZ, and RZ-C deck height adjustments 

may be made on-the-go by depressing shock 

assisted pedal, dialing numbered level, and 

releasing pedal.
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RZ-C NEW FOR 2021

IT JUST FITS


